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Company Spotlight: Hyundai Corporation Hyundai Motor Company posted a Q4 2004 profit decline of 21.2%, contradicting analysts' expectations of a rise. However, a planned share buyback has boosted its share price, and the company's overall outlook remains rosy as the reputation of its cars continues to improve. Hyundai Motor Company, South Korea's largest car maker, has reported an unexpected decline in profit for the fourth quarter of 2004. The company saw profits fall by 21%, citing a rise in steel prices and an appreciating local currency as major factors, the value of the won having appreciated by 11% during the period. Analysts have also indicated that sales in the domestic market are not likely to recover until the second half of 2005. Despite these niggling problems, Hyundai has seen a rise in share price of 4%, the main reason for which was the company's announcement of its intention to repurchase $683 million of its stock in the coming months. That aside, Hyundai has shown strong potential in other areas too. The company is ranked seventh in terms of overall sales in the large US market with sales rising by 18.7% in January 2005 compared to January 2004. Whilst an appreciating domestic currency will dent sales in overseas markets, the opening of a US factory to produce the Sonata should hedge some of the subsequent losses. Another key development which shows the company's potential is its newly-gained position as the leading new car seller in China, the fastest growing automotive market in the world. Even though Hyundai faces several key challenges in the short-term, its long term growth is set to be fundamentally strong. The business itself is in good condition and has been victim of some tough trading conditions rather than poor decision making. If Hyundai can capitalize strongly on its position in the Chinese market and make a success of its foray into the US, it should enjoy more positive financial returns. However, in an industry that remains volatile economically, Hyundai's greatest advantage could yet prove to be the improving reputation of its product. Business Description Hyundai Corporation is a general trading company, which operates through its seven divisions: Ship; Plant; Machinery; Steel; Information & Communications; Chemicals; and Resource Development. The Ship Division acts as an organizer, coordinator, financier and broker for ship-related businesses such as new building, conversion, repair, sale and purchase (S&P), and financing for vessels ranging from those smaller than 10,000 deadweight tonnage to large-scale crude oil tankers. Such projects are undertaken in cooperation with Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), Hyundai Mipo Dockyard (HMD), Samho Heavy Industries, which was taken over by HHI as of May 15, 2002, and other Korean shipyards. The company’s Plant Division is responsible for manufacturing industrial facilities such as power, chemical, and marine, and even small- to mid-sized plants. It works, with its affiliates and numerous other companies, to design, supply materials, produce, test run and install facilities for its clients, and consign projects to EPC contractors to manufacture and supply various construction materials. The company is involved in all areas of the business, including marketing, project organization, conducting feasibility studies, planning and designing, manufacturing, purchasing, construction, installation, testing, and conducting trial runs. The division also assists with the financing and off taking of products if so requested by the client.
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The Machinery Division supplies a variety of machinery and electrical equipment for use in major industrial sectors, markets a wide range of automobiles and automotive goods made by Hyundai affiliates and Korean small and medium-sized manufacturers, and sells construction equipment. As a leading Korean steel and metal trader, the Steel Division is actively engaged in the domestic steel and metal industry, supported by affiliates such as INI Steel, Hyundai Hysco, and Alcan Taihan Aluminum. In recent years, the division has expanded its business in importing and trading steel products and non-ferrous and precious metals. The information and Communication division focuses on research and development and providing optimum service to customers through its global network worldwide and know-how built up over decades. The division is presenting the company’s future to next generation with Digital Display, Digital Multimedia, Network Equipment, Security System, Consumer Electronics, Home appliance, System Integration etc while all staffs in the division are devoting their energies to create more value and bring high satisfaction to the world. The chemical division supplies petrochemical products such as synthetic resin, synthetic rubber, and bunker coil to clients all over the world through its global network. It also has the resources to secure a steady supply of intermediary products such as olefin, which is a key ingredient in cracking naphtha. Other items handled by the division include items indispensable in daily life such as plastic goods, textiles, tires, synthetic rubber products, adhesives, agricultural and industrial film, construction materials, pipes, and electric components. Hyundai’s Business Development Division aims to bolster profitability by continuing to invest in high value-added business and will continue to be actively engaged in natural resources development projects making the most of its vast experience and know-how.



Key Facts Address



Website Telephone Fax



Major Products & Services 226, 1-ga Sinmunno Jongno-gu 110-786 Seoul www. hyundaicorp.com 82 2 746 1114 82 2 741 2341



Automotive vehicles Ships Machinery Industrial plants
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SWOT Analysis The Hyundai Corporation is a general trading company that operates through seven main divisions: Ship; Plant; Machinery; Steel; Chemicals; Information & Communications and Resource development. The company was formed to handle exports of the Hyundai Group of businesses. The Hyundai group, like many South Korean conglomerates has been hit hard by regional economic turmoil and ordered to split off assets. Hyundai Corporation is working to expand beyond its trading activities by investing in energy development projects and technology companies.



Table: SWOT Analysis Strengths Led the internationalization of Korea



Weaknesses Move away from traditional strengths in local markets



Global presence Lack of direction Diverse product range Split off of assets Opportunities



Threats



Resource development network



Threats from Chinese manufacturers



Fashion industry



World-class manufacturers moving to Taiwan



Hyundai electronics distribution deal Shorter product life cycles Source: Datamonitor Strengths Led the internationalization of Korea Hyundai Corporation is the general trading company that has taken the lead in the internationalization of Korean Industry. The company’s export extension has had networks all over the world since its founding in 1976. It has obtained various results in specific compound trade extensions (high value-added triangle trade, compensation trade, and a local consignment sale using overseas local finance by diversifying the corporation’s function and utilizing finance), as well as in the import and export of ships, plants, machines, automobiles, steel, chemical products, commodities, and electronic products. Global presence The Hyundai Corporation has a global presence. The company has offices in the US, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Oceania. This extensive presence provides the company with an effective distribution network but most notably the opportunity to gain cost advantages in relation to raw materials. The company’s presence in these different world regions also increases Hyundai’s brand recognition, an important facet for a company with such a diverse range of products. Diverse product range
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The Hyundai Corporation has presence in a number of different industries. The range of products is a major competitive advantage for the company as it enables Hyundai to offset any fluctuations in certain industries by gaining in the most prosperous areas of its product portfolio. For example there is currently a boom in Information & Telecommunications a profit center that could be used to facilitate growth in other areas of the company’s business. Weaknesses Move away from traditional strengths in local markets The company’s overseas business is currently going through a slump period, the effect of which has been for Hyundai to focus development spending more heavily on its local markets. A company like Hyundai must thrive on its overseas trade, and produce profits from this. In the opinion of the company’s President and CEO Park Won-Jin, the local business is just to support the insecurity of the overseas business trade. The ongoing domestic business is now mainly focusing on food (dining out), clothing and housing, a significant move away from the company’s previous offerings and traditional strengths within the local market. Lack of direction Hyundai has made an extraordinary move and opened a chain of micro-brewery restaurants that offer three different types of beer - weizen, pilsner and dunkels - brewed on-site with micro-brewery equipment imported from Germany and has a menu of 120 dishes including traditional German food and dishes specially developed by the restaurant’s experienced chefs. The reason for jumping into the domestic beer business is to imbue the company with the resolve to improve. Having agonized over how the company could increase profits in the short term after he was transferred to take over as the president of Hyundai General Trading Company from the Hyundai Petrochemical Company, Park Won-Jin finally settled on this extraordinary venture. Though this move may prove to be successful the company seems to lack strategic direction within its local markets as its looks to make up for deficits elsewhere in its portfolio. Split off assets The Hyundai Group, like South Korea's other conglomerates, has been hit hard by regional economic turmoil and ordered to split off assets. The splitting off of the company’s assets demonstrates that it has a number of poorly performing areas and that it also requires increased capital in order to refocus its businesses. The expected investments in energy and technology projects are likely to require high levels of capital expenditure and therefore could become a considerable risk for the company when allowing for the deflated performances both home and abroad. Hyundai is working to expand beyond its trading activities by investing in energy development projects and technology companies. The splitting of assets shows that the company may not be in a position to invest in these new activities. Opportunities Resource development network The Resources Development Business, which was started to secure strategic raw materials, has already showed remarkable results through investments in the Marib oil field (in Yemen), the Vietnam 11-2 gas field,
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Oman, Qatar, Yemen LNG, Drayton coal mine (in Australia), and the Mali gold mine exploration. With sustained extraction rates, the company may be able to source a sustainable revenue stream from these operations. Fashion industry The Hyundai Corporation has challenged a number of renowned fashion companies by proceeding to take over a fashion firm of medium standing, emerging from the existing business style of simply importing and selling famous foreign fashion brands. Since Samsung (now taken over by Cheil) and LG General Trading Companies have successfully grown to be leading fashion companies, Hyundai’s move toward this business approach is attracting interest from the same business circle. Hyundai now imports and sells foreign fashion brands like ''Joop'' and ''Alain Figaret'', but the dominating opinion inside the company is that it should take over existing manufacturers to generate enterprisescale profits. To extend its fashion business, the company has developed a stage by stage strategy in the form of starting from simple imports and sales - producing licensed items - takeover of a medium-standing fashion company and fostering the company’s own brand. From the latter half of next year, Hyundai plans to increase its fashion brands to three, adding ''Character'', a popular German brand, to its portfolio. Hyundai electronics distribution deal Hyundai announced in December 2003 that it would begin supplying products with the ''Hyundai'' tag to ''Mega Store'', a Thai distribution company running the nation’s largest chain for electronic goods. The products to debut in the Thai market are such IT items as PDP TVs, DVD players, cell phones and digital cameras as well as audio/video items. Hyundai expects annual export sales to reach 30 million dollars. Threats Threats from Chinese manufacturers In light of the rapid reduction of prices, a number of customers are looking for electronic products in Mainland China where lower production costs exist. With the soaring production costs, a number of medium-level and lowlevel products are uncompetitive when produced in the Taiwanese market, with the Chinese market already providing formidable competition. World-class manufacturers moving to Taiwan The globalization trend continues and Taiwan is soon to join WTO. With the liberalization of the domestic investment market, other world-class manufacturers will set up factories in Taiwan to produce high-level products. This will affect local manufacturers like Hyundai as it would reduce the outsourcing opportunities available to them, providing higher levels of competition from abroad. Large companies will look to gain cost advantages by moving to areas where production costs are lowered, possibly making Hyundai’s value added services redundant. Shorter product life cycles Product lifecycles have become much shorter and the functions of products have become more and more complicated. This therefore has made the return on capex investment more difficult than ever to achieve. The
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continual development and update of products has also increased the costs associated with research and development and has made it more likely that products will be unsuccessful when introduced to the market. As multinational companies look to exploit Asian markets, product life cycles will become even shorter, giving rise to increasing overall levels of competition for Hyundai’s products within both local and overseas markets.
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